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Millbay and Stonehouse Area Action Plan  
 

Summary Report of Preferred Options Consultation held in July 2005 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1 This summary report brings together the responses made during the 

preferred options consultation. It provides both a quantitative and 

qualitative summary of the main issues raised. In total, 62 responses 

were received from organisations and individuals, of which 43 

answered all or part of the questionnaire. The results of the 

questionnaire responses are shown in the graph below and in the 

following table. The questionnaire results and the written comments 

show a very high level of public support for the proposals set out in this 

document. In all, 9 people are supportive of the proposals for every 1 

person who disagrees. Some concerns and comments were 

expressed, however, and these are summarised in this report. 
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  Number of Responses % Responses 

Total Representations 
Received = 62 

Strongly 
Agree Agree 

Nil 
response 

or no 
opinion Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 

Strongly 
Agree Agree 

Nil 
response 

or no 
opinion Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 

Question 
No.  1 

Create new 
boulevard 19 13 28 1 1 31% 21% 45% -2% -2% 

Question 
No.  3 

Preferred route 
Option D 12 13 32 2 3 19% 21% 52% -3% -5% 

Question 
No.  6 

Trinity Pier 
specifically 
marine 
employment 17 14 30 1 0 27% 23% 48% -2% 0% 

Question 
No.  8 

Develop new 
Primary School at 
Boulevard 11 6 37 2 6 18% 10% 60% -3% -10% 

Question 
No.10 

Land adjacent to 
port marine 
sciences and 
technology 12 16 30 2 2 19% 26% 48% -3% -3% 
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  Number of Responses % Responses 

Total Representations 
Received = 62 

Strongly 
Agree Agree 

Nil 
response 

or no 
opinion Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 

Strongly 
Agree Agree 

Nil 
response 

or no 
opinion Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 

Question 
No.12 

Arena/conference 
centre provided 
in Millbay to 
replace Pavilions. 18 10 31 1 2 29% 16% 50% -2% -3% 

Question 
No.14 

East Quay 
developed for 
mixed use 22 10 29 0 1 35% 16% 47% 0% -2% 

Question 
No.16 

Develop Union 
Street vibrant link 
between City 
Centre and 
Devonport 24 9 29 0 0 39% 15% 47% 0% 0% 

Question 
No.17 

Union Street 
mixed use 23 9 30 0 0 37% 15% 48% 0% 0% 

Question 
No.18 

Encourage 
different late 
night uses 14 10 33 0 5 23% 16% 53% 0% -8% 

Question 
No.20 

Land reserved for 
possible 
secondary school 17 6 32 5 2 27% 10% 52% -8% -3% 

Question 
No.22 

Theatre 
sensitively 
restored 20 9 29 3 1 32% 15% 47% -5% -2% 

Question 
No.24 

Royal William 
Yard sensitively 
converted 16 12 30 3 1 26% 19% 48% -5% -2% 

Question 
No.26 

Grain Silo 
Landmark 
building visually 
improved 20 4 32 0 6 32% 6% 52% 0% -10% 

Question 
No.28 

Harwell Street 
developed to incl 
residential, 
affordable 
housing & lifetime 
homes 19 9 34 0 0 31% 15% 55% 0% 0% 

Question 
No.30 

Review historic 
environment and 
seven 
conservation 
areas 18 13 31 0 0 29% 21% 50% 0% 0% 
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2. The Preferred Vision 

2.1 To develop Millbay and Stonehouse as an attractive and sustainable 

mixed use city quarter, creating a unique, high quality environment that 

will attract investment and new residents and improve the quality of life 

of existing residents. 

 

2.2 Three written comments were received, all supportive of the 

preferred vision. 
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3. The Preferred Strategy 

3.1 Principle 1.  A network of clearly identifiable neighbourhoods, each with 

their own unique character and local centre.    

3.2 Four written comments were received. It is suggested that this 

principle could be strengthened if the names of the sub-

neighbourhoods in paragraph 8.5 were given ‘upper case’ status. 

There is concern that Millbay Docks does not become another 

separate community. It is important that they are all well integrated. 

 

 Principle 2.  A vibrant Union Street that lives up to its past, 

stitching together Millbay and Stonehouse and providing a quality 

urban street linking the suburbs with the City Centre. 

 

 Principle 3.  A stunning high quality contemporary waterfront, 

with good quality and well maintained buildings, positive 

streetscape and well-defined and accessible open spaces. 

3.3 Two supportive written comments were received.  

 

 Principle 4.  An attractive and convenient link between Millbay and 

the City Centre. 

3.4 One written comment was received in relation to the wording of this 

principle. It is suggested that ‘attractive and convenient link’ should be 

reworded to read ‘quality urban street’ as stated in principle 2. 

 

 Principle 5.  A neighbourhood that is well connected to its 

surroundings with safe and attractive pedestrian and cycling 

routes and served by frequent and reliable public transport 

services. 
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3.5 Two written comments were received. One notes that principles 5 – 

7 seem to refer to particular neighbourhoods, especially to 

Stonehouse. Focusing these principles on specific neighbourhoods 

would strengthen the spatial vision. The other supports the reference to 

cycling in this principle but would like to see more emphasis placed on 

this. 

 

 Principle 6.  A neighbourhood with a connected network of 

streets. 

3.6 Five written comments were received, all with concerns about traffic 

issues in the area. There is concern about the amount of traffic that the 

ferry generates and the need to improve access to and from the ferry 

terminal. The impact that the new boulevard will have on traffic is 

unclear. 

 

 Principle 7.  A neighbourhood with a distinctive identity together 

with positive city landmarks. 

3.7 One written comment was received expressing the view that this 

principle should be incorporated into PO40 of the Core Strategy as it is 

key to the regeneration of the area. 

 

 Principle 8.  A safe and attractive environment, which makes the 

most of its natural and historic assets and has a strong sense of 

community and provides appropriate community facilities. 

3.8 One written comment was received. This expresses the view that 

this principle could form the basis for design codes to ensure that the 

area’s historic character is preserved and enhanced. Key buildings of 

historic townscape importance should be identified.  
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 Principle 9.  A mixed use area with employment opportunities, 

local services, quality housing and attractive places to socialise. 

3.9 Five written comments were received. The need to identify 

additional health, recreation and training facilities to benefit the local 

community is identified as is the need for more parks/green spaces and 

affordable housing. It is noted that the existing GP practice in Millbay is 

unlikely to cope with the proposed increase in population. 

 

3.10 The Strategy Diagram 

3.11 One written comment was received expressing the view that the 

Strategy Diagram appears to be largely non site-specific and that there 

needs to be a clearer distinction between proposals and more 

illustrative concepts. It is also noted that the diagram does not show 

clearly the preferred line for the Boulevard. 
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4. Preferred Option 1 – Boulevard link to the City Centre 
from Millbay 

To create a new Boulevard, which involves the redesign of the 

Western Approach junction in order to make as direct connection as 

possible between the City Centre and Millbay.  This option is shown 

below as Option D. 

The Boulevard should provide for a mix of uses, but with a significant 

amount of residential and office development, to encourage the 

creation of a new office quarter for the city, but also to give it life after 

the working day with the residential and other uses. 

The mix of other uses should include: retail use appropriate in scale to 

serve the nearby residential community, tourism / visitor related retail, 

residential, a new primary school (including community uses) and 

café’s and restaurants. 

1. The key principles for development along this route will include: 

2. The need for the highest quality of design for all of the 

 buildings. 

3. High quality public realm, including street trees. 

4. Building height in general of between 5 and 6 storeys, with 

 more height at important corners and in landmark locations. 

5. Making it the focus of the new neighbourhood. 

6. High quality public transport provision and safe environment for 

 pedestrians and cyclists. 
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Question 1: - 32 respondents agreed that the City Council should seek 

to create a new boulevard between the City Centre and Millbay 

providing mixed use – residential/office/retail/leisure while only 2 

disagreed.  

Question 3: – 25 respondents agreed that the preferred route is option 

D while only 5 disagreed.  

 

4.1 The public response to questions 1 and 3 shows general public support 

for this preferred option. 

4.2 Eighty three written comments were received (some respondents 

made more than one comment on each preferred option). The principle 

of a new link between Millbay and the City Centre is supported, 

however there are issues raised about specific elements of the 

proposal. It is stressed that the route should be safe for pedestrians 

and cyclists and there are questions over the amount and type of traffic 

that would use the route. 

4.3 Some support is expressed for the demolition of the Pavilions, but 

issues are raised over the cost and the potential social exclusion that 

may be created by moving the ice rink and swimming pool out of the 

City Centre. There is uncertainty as to proposals for Ballard House and 

the implications for employment in the area. 
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4.4 There is support for high quality buildings and landscaping along the 

route. Several people comment that the boulevard needs to be inviting 

and wide enough for meeting places, greenery and trees. There is 

some support for a canal or at least a water feature. One suggestion is 

for a canal with yacht access. The types of use proposed along the 

route are supported, however there is a comment that the Plymouth 

Local Needs Shopping Survey does not identify this area as one that 

requires convenience goods shopping. One comment would like to see 

more specific information provided about the level of retail provision 

expected. 

 

4.5 There is general support for the alignment of the route proposed in 

preferred option (D) although it is noted that the new square on the 

boulevard appears in the text on option D and in the drawing on p13 

but not on the diagram on p17. Opposition to option D is based on the 

lack of appropriate developable sites and the absence of measures to 

tackle traffic problems. There is some support for option B as it has 

been through a large amount of public consultation and commercial 

testing.     
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5. Preferred Option 2 – Trinity Pier 

To allocate the pier for marine related employment uses, which could 

include a terminal for the landing of passengers from Cruise liners, 

and ancillary uses associated with that use.  Any terminal building and 

jetty/pontoon structures should be of high quality design given the 

site’s waterfront location and role as a gateway to the city. Any 

development proposal will need to include an impact assessment on 

the marine environment and flood risk, including appropriate 

mitigation.  Development should be part of a comprehensive scheme 

for the whole of the pier. 

 

Question 6: – 31 respondents agreed that Trinity Pier should be 

specifically for marine related employment and/or a cruise liner 

terminal while only 1 disagreed.  

 

5.1 The public response to question 6 shows a high level of public support 

for this preferred option. 

5.2 Six written comments were received. Support is expressed for the 

creation of a cruise liner terminal in Millbay and the economic and 

social benefits that it could provide for the city. A positive pedestrian 

link to the City Centre and the Hoe is suggested so that cruise liner 

passengers would be encouraged to visit these areas. 

5.3 Concern is expressed that the terminal building should not block views 

out to Plymouth Sound from other areas of Millbay and it is suggested 

that other leisure uses such as a yacht club should also be given 

consideration.  
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6. Preferred Option 3 – New Primary School 

To develop a new primary school on the Boulevard.  The development 

should follow the principles of an extended school in an urban area, 

which will contribute to the creation of a community hub. 

The building should therefore: 

1. Be of a height commensurate with adjacent buildings along the 

Boulevard (5-6 storeys). 

2. Be located so that its frontage is set at the back of footpath. 

3. Contain other active uses (including community uses) at 

ground floor along the Boulevard, in order to create an active 

edge to the building.   

 

 

Question 8: - 17 respondents agreed that the City Council should seek 

to develop a new primary school on the Boulevard while 8 disagreed.  

 

6.1 The public response to question 8 shows public support for this 

preferred option, but also some concerns. 

6.2 Twenty five written comments were received. Support is expressed 

for the concept of a school with additional community facilities attached 

to it as there is a distinct lack of such facilities in the area at the 

moment. However, there are concerns raised about the proposed 

location for the new school. A comment is made that the site would 

raise road safety issues because of its location on a busy road and that 

traffic congestion could be caused by school traffic. Questions are also 

raised about the safety of a 5/6-storey school for small children. One 

respondent wonders whether there will be sufficient demand to justify a 

new school, while another believes that existing schools in the area 

should be supported. 
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7. Preferred Option 4 – Marine Sciences and Technology 
and marine related employment 

To allocate land adjacent at the port for Marine Sciences and 

Technology as well as other Marine related employment. This 

presents an opportunity to: 

1. Create new high-income jobs. 

2. Add to the image and reputation of Plymouth as a marine 

centre of excellence.   

3. Provide a high quality building at this Gateway location. 

Any development proposal would however have to meet the following 

provisions: 

1. A building of high architectural quality. 

2. Appropriate access facilities and transport arrangements, within 

the context of a transport and parking solution for the whole 

site. 

3. A positive relationship with the adjacent uses. 

4. High quality public realm. 

5. Creates strong enclosure to the western side of the Inner 

Basin. 

6. Provides an assessment of the marine environmental impacts 

 and flood risks and proposes appropriate mitigation measures. 

 

 

Question 10: - 28 respondents agreed that the City Council should 

seek to protect land adjacent to the port for Marine Sciences and 

Technology and marine related employment while only 4 disagreed.  
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7.1 The public response to question 10 shows general public support for 

this preferred option. 

7.2 Twenty two written comments were received. There is general 

support for marine related employment in this area, provided that the 

jobs are sustainable in the long term and thus will genuinely contribute 

to the growth of the city’s economy. There is concern that marine 

related employment will need to be compatible with high quality 

waterfront development. There is also a comment that the ferry 

terminal needs improvement to provide better facilities for passengers. 

7.3 Several respondents make the point that any buildings in this location 

should be of a very high architectural quality and that it should not 

reflect the blue shed currently occupied by Princess Yachts along 

Stonehouse Creek. 

7.4 Access and parking issues should be considered at this stage. The 

point is made that the proposal needs to be more specific about which 

site is proposed for marine science and technology and which site for 

other marine related employment. It is also noted that properties with a 

frontage to Emma Place would be better suited to residential-led rather 

than employment-led mixed use regeneration mixed use regeneration. 
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8. Preferred Option 5 – Arena 

 
To provide an Arena in the Millbay area. 
 

 

Question 12: - 28 respondents agreed that the City Council should 

seek to provide an arena/conference centre in the Millbay area to 

replace the Pavilions while only 3 disagreed.  

 

8.1 The public response to question 12 shows general public support for 

this preferred option. 

8.2 Thirty six written comments were received. There is general support 

for the proposal to locate the Arena in the Millbay area, however there 

are mixed views as to whether the Pavilions should be demolished or 

retained. Poor acoustics is mentioned as a reason to demolish it. The 

opportunity to combine a new Arena and conference facility with the 

regeneration of the Palace Theatre is considered by some to be a 

positive opportunity for the area. Any new building should be high 

quality, contemporary, well designed and a positive addition to the 

cultural facilities of the city.  

8.3 In support of the Pavilions’ retention, some question whether the 

swimming pool should be taken away from the City Centre as it 

provides an important leisure facility for inner city communities. 

8.4 There is some support for the provision of a conference facility in the 

city, however it is questioned whether there is a sufficient quality and 

number of hotels within the city to support such a facility. Parking 

provision is also raised as a concern.   
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9. Preferred Option 6 – East Quay 

To see this area redeveloped to produce high quality contemporary 

waterfront development incorporating a mix of uses combining: 

1. Residential uses above ground floor uses (approximately 450 

units). 

2. Cafes, restaurants and shops 

3. Employment uses within the B1 class, as well as small-scale 

marine related industries and possibly craft workshops. 

4. Leisure and tourism related uses potentially including a hotel.  

Any redevelopment would need to ensure that: 

1. Development forms part of an overall comprehensive and 

integrated scheme for the area and which spreads its benefits 

to the wider community. 

2. High quality design to reflect the site’s gateway and waterfront 

location. 

3. Dedicated public access to and along the entire waterfront and 

the provision of public recreation areas along the waterfront. 

4. Links to a potential water transport service along Plymouth’s 

waterfront, including provision of landing facilities as 

necessary. 

5. The use of public art as an integral part of the scheme. 

6. Retention of the historic inner quay and associated structures. 

7. An appraisal of the archaeological and historic interest of the 

site. 

8. Assessment of land contamination and implementation of 

appropriate mitigation. 

9. At least 25 % affordable housing. 

10. At least 20% of housing to lifetime homes standard. 
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11. A contribution towards education provision related to the scale 

of the development proposed. 

12. Strategic views of the water from West Hoe and other parts of 

Stonehouse are preserved. 

13. An assessment of the impact on the marine environment and 

flood risk is carried out and appropriate mitigation measures 

proposed. 

 

 

Question 14: – 32 respondents agreed that the City Council should 

seek to promote development by setting high quality standards to 

create attractive communities while only 1 disagreed. 

 

9.1 Thirty nine written comments were received. The public response to 

question -14 shows a high level of public support for this preferred 

option. 

9.2 There is support for the proposals providing that the new housing, 

employment and leisure will benefit local people and not just visitors or 

marina users. There is also a strongly held view that new residential 

development must include a mix of housing types and tenures and 

include at least 25% affordable housing. One comment is that housing 

quantities should be proposed rather than percentages.  However, 

another view is that the Stonehouse area already contains a high 

proportion of low cost housing and that the profits from better quality 

homes on the marina could be used to improve these areas.  
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9.3 A concern is raised that restricting employment to ground floor 

premises may not be sufficient to fulfil mixed use objectives. It is 

suggested that reference to ''Employment uses associated with the 

marina'' in paragraph 9.41 should be amended to read ''Marine B1 

business uses''. There is concern that marine businesses are likely to 

be squeezed out by high rents, and that there are likely to be conflicts 

between residential/ leisure uses and port operations and security. A 

further concern is that the Local Shopping Needs Study does not 

identify a need for convenience retail goods in this location. 

9.4 The comment is made that all development should be designed to a 

very high quality to create a vibrant and contemporary environment 

which integrates well with the historic environment. There should also 

be an integrated architectural design for the whole development. 

9.5 It is suggested that South Millbay Pier should be public open space to 

protect views. Any development should provide the opportunity to link 

the Hoe, Millbay Pier and the East Quay areas into one attractive 

pedestrian walkway with a sea view. Another suggestion is for public 

space for an outdoor theatre and public art. A concern is that Millbay 

Pier should not be built upon in order to preserve views of the water 

from East Quay and surrounding areas. The height of buildings should 

not obstruct views. Water taxis are proposed as a means of transport. 

9.6 A concern is that this preferred option should propose key design 

features as part of a comprehensive scheme rather than call for others 

to do this. In relation to paragraph 9.40 point 2 it is recommended that 

key design components should be identified as well as their links to the 

Core Strategy. In relation to point 3, it is recommended that the type of 

public recreation sought should be clarified. Finally, it is suggested that 

this AAP should propose actions relating to the marine environment, 

flood risk and contaminated land. It is noted that this preferred option 

does not refer to any parking provision within the proposed 

development mix. 
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10. Preferred Option 7 – Reinvigoration of Union Street 

To see Union Street reclaim it’s former glory as a vibrant street linking 

the City Centre to Devonport and serving the communities of 

Stonehouse to the north and south. The City Council will seek to 

proactively use development opportunities to secure new uses and 

improvements to the buildings and the public realm as well as 

preservation and enhancement of the historic environment. 

For the whole of Union Street there should be a mix of uses, and all 

development proposals should provide for high quality building design 

and associated public realm improvements. In addition the street has 

two distinct elements whereby different uses and built form will be 

more appropriate. In each of these areas development proposals 

should: 

Section A – Derry’s Cross to the Palace Theatre 

1. Limit the introduction of further late night uses. 

2. No net increase in number or floor space of night clubs and 

drinking establishments will be permitted. 

3. Introduce other uses, to include: commercial, offices, retail, 

leisure and residential. 

4. Continued enhancement of the public realm. 

5. Preserve and enhance the historic character of the Union 

Street Conservation Area. 

Section B – Palace Theatre to Stonehouse Creek 

1. Where development opportunities arise encourage buildings to 

sit at the back of pavement. 

2. Encourage further residential uses. 

3. Introduce other uses, to include: retail, leisure and offices.  

4. Encourage buildings of more scale (4-5 storeys). 

5. Community focus around the shops on the north side of the 

 street. 
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Question 16: – 33 respondents agreed that the City Council should 

seek to develop Union Street as a vibrant link between the City Centre 

and Devonport while no-one disagreed.  

Question 17: – 32 respondents agreed that Union Street should have 

mixed use retail/leisure/offices of high quality building design while no-

one disagreed.  

Question 18: – 24 respondents agreed that the City Council should 

seek to encourage different late night uses (e.g. coffee bars, jazz 

bars) while only 5 disagreed.  

 

10.1 The public response to questions 16, 17 and 18 shows a high level of 

public support for this preferred option. 

10.2 Thirty nine written comments were received. The principle of 

reinvigorating Union Street is strongly supported. However, issues are 

raised about the need to set out clear proposals and to make a 

distinction between proposals and policies in order to deliver this 

preferred option.  

10.3 There is support for opportunities to make Union Street a ‘gateway’ and 

to encourage new safe north-south routes for cyclists/pedestrians 

through the area to promote integration. A suggestion is made to 

investigate the formation of a one-way system from the City Centre to 

Devonport. It is also noted that this preferred option makes no 

reference to the traffic chaos caused in this area when the ferry arrives. 

10.4 There is concern that any features or buildings to be conserved or 

enhanced should be identified and it is noted that the Palace Theatre is 

not the only historic building in Union Street area. One respondent 

noted the lack of trees and plants in the area. 
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10.5 There is support for no further increases in night clubs or late licenses. 

Whilst some respondents support encouraging established venues to 

change uses, the majority voice the opinion that Union Street has 

always been full of public houses and that coffee bars/jazz cafes are 

better suited to the waterfront and are possibly not viable on Union 

Street. Several respondents suggest better policing as an idea for 

making Union Street more attractive to other uses.  
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11. Preferred Option 8 – Stonehouse Creek 

To reserve land for the siting of a new secondary school (if needed) to 

serve all of the waterfront areas.  

The development should make provision for: 

1. Ensuring that the public continue to have access from 

Stonehouse Creek through to Victoria Park.  

2. A design and architectural quality of a very high standard.  

 

Potential opportunities for shared use of facilities such as those at 

Brickfields, Plymouth College of Further Education and the Devonport 

High School for Boys should be explored. 

 

Question 20: - 23 respondents agreed that the City Council should 

seek to reserve land for a possible new secondary school to service 

all the waterfront areas while 7 disagreed.  

 

11.1 The public response to question 20 shows general public support for 

this preferred option although there are some concerns. 

11.2 Thirty seven written comments are received. This proposal is seen 

by many as being key to the success of the regeneration of Devonport 

and Millbay. There is strong support for the proposal for a new 

secondary school from staff and parents at Parkside Community 

Technology College. One suggestion is that the new school should 

provide community space/facilities or be part of a mixed use 

development, which could include a supermarket. However, some 

concerns are raised. It is questioned whether a new secondary school 

in the area is necessary and there is concern over the loss of a green 

space. Concerns are also raised regarding pedestrian access north 

and south across Union Street and also regarding the proximity of the 

new school to Devonport High School for Boys.  
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11.3 Environmental concerns are expressed over the potential flood risk to 

this site. It is also suggested that the site should be maintained as a 

‘green link’ for cyclists and pedestrians linking the Brickfields, Mount 

Wise, Devonport Park and Central Park. 

11.4 The South West Regional Development Agency, as owner of the site, 

notes that this site was originally purchased by Plymouth Development 

Corporation to provide a multi-storey car park for Royal William Yard. 

The site is no longer needed for car parking and, if it becomes 

available in future, provision should be made in the Area Action Plan 

for a range of alternative forms of development.  

11.5 A couple of respondents are confused as to the exact location of the 

proposed school. They also question whether the school is a new 

school or the result of merging other local schools. 
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12. Preferred Option 9. The Palace Theatre 

A high quality restoration of the theatre, for leisure, entertainment and 

art use, appropriate to the special architectural and historic character 

of the building and it’s setting.  Proposals would also need to address 

the improvements needed to the southern elevation of the building to 

improve its relationship to the adjoining area, to make a positive 

impact to the area and restore a landmark building. 

 

Question 22: – 29 respondents agreed that the City Council should 

seek to have the Palace Theatre sensitively restored for leisure/ 

entertainment/ art use appropriate to the character of the building 

while only 4 disagreed.  

 

12.1 The public response to question 22 shows general public support for 

this preferred option. 

12.2 Twenty seven written comments were received. There is strong 

support for this proposal, although there are concerns that it may not 

be financially feasible, that the building has suffered too long from 

serious neglect and that the cost of restoration would be prohibitive. 

However, those who expressed no support for this proposal 

commented that the theatre has no architectural merit and is ‘a relic 

from the past’. One respondent expressed an opinion that the 

reputation of Union Street will not encourage the public to support a 

theatre for the same reasons that it has failed to in the past.  

12.3 The majority of respondents suggested that the restored theatre should 

be used for entertainment purposes and incorporated within the Millbay 

redevelopment as a link with the new proposed Arena. There are 

several suggestions for the theatre to house cafes and shops. 
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12.4 Respondents are concerned that the listed building should be served 

with a repairs notice regardless of the proposal and they question the 

ownership of the building, suggesting it should be bought back into 

public ownership. 
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13. Preferred Option 10 – Royal William Yard 

To see the Royal William Yard sensitively restored and reused as a 

vibrant part of the Stonehouse Peninsula community.  Development 

should provide for an authentically mixed-use development. Some of 

the buildings (Clarence and Brewhouse) are already being converted 

to residential (approx 130 dwellings). Brewhouse also has an element 

of café/restaurant, gallery and commercial space. Further planning 

permissions will depend upon adequate commitments being make to 

deliver the full range of uses indicated below:  

1. Mills Bakery to contain residential (approx. 80 residential units); 

 retail/leisure; 2500m2 of offices.  

2. Offices, craft workshops and other employment within B1 Use 

 class – in the Cooperage, the Slaughterhouse and the New 

 Cooperage. 

3. Leisure, entertainment, and tourism where compatible with a 

 residential area - in the Cooperage. 

4. Marine, leisure or tourism related retail, and small-scale retail to 

 meet local needs. 

5. Hotel - in the Melville Building.  

6. Community uses. 

7. Public open space. 

Development proposals should make provision for the following: 

1. Future development should comply with regard to the 

 provisions in the Royal William Yard Public Realm Strategy and 

 the Royal William Yard Conservation Plan. 

2. High quality public realm improvements. 

3. Respect the architectural and historic character of the yard, its 

 archaeology and its setting. 
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4. Appropriate parking provisions, access facilities and transport 

 arrangements, for all users (including pedestrians and cyclists). 

5. Integration of the yard into the wider community of the 

 Stonehouse peninsula through provision of extensive public 

 areas with public access to open space and the waterfront and 

 the provision of uses which enhances the general range of 

 facilities available within the neighbourhood (a private gated 

 community will not be acceptable). 

6. Public access to the waterfront including a link to Devil’s Point. 

7. Links to a potential water transport service along Plymouth’s 

 waterfront, including provision of landing facilities as necessary.

 

 

Question 24: – 28 respondents agreed that Royal William Yard should 

be sensitively converted to provide mixed use development 

(residential/ offices/ retail/ leisure/ hotel/ community uses/ public open 

space) while only 4 disagreed.  

 

13.1 The public response to question 24 shows general public support for 

 this preferred option. 
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13.2 Forty four written comments were received. The principle to restore 

and re-use the Royal William Yard as a mixed-use development with 

housing is supported, although it is suggested that the proposals do not 

go far enough to help achieve the objectives of the LDF. One view is 

that this preferred option should reference the Masterplan that is being 

prepared for the redevelopment of Royal William Yard. Suggestions 

are made to include arts, health, exhibition and cultural facilities but 

there is concern about including a hotel as part of the development. 

One comment is that the Plymouth Local Shopping Needs Survey did 

not identify this area as one that requires convenience goods shopping, 

while another would like to see the level of retail provision required 

quantified. It is also mentioned that there is a lack of commitment to 

maritime uses. A comment is made that parking provision should be 

quantified 

13.3 Several respondents are worried that the regeneration of the Yard will 

provide apartments and facilities that only the rich can afford. There is 

a strong view that public access must be provided and that the 

complex must not become a ‘gated’ community. There are concerns 

regarding the lack of reference to the inclusion of affordable housing, 

but also a concern that a requirement for affordable housing may 

threaten the viability of the regeneration of the Royal William Yard.  

13.4 There is support for “community use” but concerns are raised that no 

details are provided to identify what “community use” is intended, or 

whether this will be for residents living both within and outside the 

Yard, as there is a lack of community facilities within the wider 

peninsula area. One view is that the reservoir site, which is now no 

longer needed for car parking, should be safeguarded for amenity use. 

There is also a suggestion that Nazareth House and St Georges C of E 

Primary School be included in this preferred option. A comment is 

made about the need for the Western Kings area to remain a public 

open space, and the suggestion that the Stonehouse Lawn Tennis and 

Croquet Club be included on the diagram on p.28 as an open space. 
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13.5 Finally, the comment is made concerning the necessity for sustainable 

design principles to be used throughout the development. 
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14. Preferred Option 11 – Millbay Grain Silo 

To see the building brought back into a viable use and visually 

improved, so that it more positively reflects its landmark and gateway 

status in the city.  

Any development proposals should: 

1. Provide an innovative and high quality architectural solution. 

2. Ensure appropriate access and parking is provided. 

3. Provide for public access. 

 

Provide for compatible uses that will assist the vitality of the area, 

which could include a dive centre, other leisure uses. 

 

Question 26: – 24 respondents agreed that the City Council should 

seek to have this landmark building visually improved and a viable use 

found while only 6 disagreed.  

 

14.1 The public response to question 26 shows general public support for 

this preferred option, but some concerns.  

14.2 Twenty seven written comments were received. There is strong 

support for improving the appearance of the Grain Silo and finding a 

suitable future use for it. It is suggested that the building is appropriate 

for a dive/snorkelling centre or that it should be earmarked for marine 

uses. However, several respondents have commented that the building 

is poor and should be demolished and replaced by a new building or 

left as an open space to open up views. One suggestion is to replace it 

with a flagship terminal to be used by Brittany Ferries and the cruise 

liners. 
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14.3 One respondent is concerned that the re-use of this building will lead to 

security issues for the port/marine barracks. There is also concern 

about siting tall buildings in this area because of security. 
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15. Preferred Option 12 – Harwell Street  

To redevelop the site in accordance with the Harwell Street Planning 

and Design brief and to include: 

1. Residential (approximately 30 units). 

2. High quality built form and public realm. 

3. Positive and active frontages on to public streets and spaces. 

4. Appropriate parking and access. 

5. A permeable layout for pedestrians. 

6. Good natural surveillance over public spaces and streets. 

7. At least 25% affordable housing. 

8. 20% of homes should be Lifetime Home 

9. A contribution towards education provision related to the scale 

of the development proposed.  

 

 

Question 28: - 28 respondents agreed that the site should be 

developed in accordance with a planning and design brief to include 

30 residential units, 25% affordable housing, 20% to be lifetime 

homes while no-one disagreed.  

 

15.1 The public response to question 28 shows a high level of public 

support for this preferred option.  

15.2 Twelve written comments were received. One concern is about the 

wording of PO12. Instead of referring to the Harwell Street Planning 

Brief, the preferred option should include the relevant considerations of 

this document within the text. In relation to points 2 and 3 of this 

preferred option, it would be helpful to identify the key components and 

link them to the Urban Design Strategy in the Core Strategy.  
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15.3 Problems with the site are noted, including an underground water 

source leaving the site prone to flooding, limited road access, limited 

on-street parking and crumbling (adjacent) rock walls.  

15.4 Of those respondents who support the proposal, several suggest that a 

community facility be included on the site along with a dedicated, high 

quality play area. An opinion is voiced that the Grade II listed 

gymnasium on Wyndham Street should be bought back into use as 

part of this preferred option. 

15.5 Concerns are expressed regarding vehicular site access, on-street 

parking and general parking provision. It is suggested that this 

development should have limited parking and that the parking provision 

be quantified. It is noted that any new footpath links should be 

individually proposed.  

15.6 The lack of affordable homes in this preferred option is criticised and it 

is suggested that the amount of affordable housing be quantified rather 

than given as a percentage. 
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16. Preferred Option 13. Review of the Conservation Areas.  

1. 9.81. To undertake a review of the historic environment in the 

Stonehouse/ Millbay area including a review of the existing 

Conservation Areas. 

2. 9.82. English Heritage recently commissioned Alan Baxter 

Associates to undertake a rapid Urban Character Study of 

Plymouth. The aim of the study is to demonstrate that an 

understanding of the city’s heritage could make a positive 

contribution to future development and regeneration. 

3. 9.83. The City Council will seek to develop this work further and 

in more detail. The aim being to ensure the long term 

stewardship of the historic environment in this area, which will 

include more in-depth character assessments and the future 

management, contributing towards the review of the 

Conservation Areas. 

4. 9.84. There are currently 7 conservation areas in the 

Millbay/Stonehouse area. These are designated at various 

times throughout the 1990’s. It is proposed that a review of the 

boundaries of these areas will take place (under separate 

legislation), but with the intention that revised boundaries will 

be in place for the production of the final draft of the 

Millbay/Stonehouse Area Action Plan. 

5. 9.85. Delivery of the preferred option: will be through the 

above-mentioned process. 

 

 

Question 30: - 31 respondents agreed that the City Council should 

seek to review the historic environment and seven conservation areas 

in Stonehouse/Millbay while no-one disagreed.  
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16.1 The public response to question 30 shows strong public support for this 

preferred option. 

16.2 Ten written comments were received. Respondents expressed the 

view that this is a priority in Stonehouse and must be undertaken as 

soon as possible and with full consultation with local residents and 

resident groups.  

16.3 It is suggested that the industrial and commercial buildings in Emma 

Place be demolished and the public realm be improved. A request is 

made for Millbay Pier to be restored and be made accessible for 

pedestrian access. 
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